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IPACK-IMA

T

his year’s Ipack-Ima was a first for the
Innovation Alliance Group as it brought
five trade shows – Plast, Intra Logistica,
Meat Tech, Print4all and Ipack-Ima – under
the one name and under one roof, the Fiera at
Milan in Italy. The result was a whopping 17
halls and 3,500 exhibitors from 65 countries.
The Italian plastics packaging market has
been growing at an average of 3 per cent by
sales and in 2017 production volume rose 3.5
per cent (compared to 2016). Imports (in value)
went up by nearly 5 per cent while exports rose
3.7 per cent, a return to growth after stagnation
in 2016. Overall, plastics packaging accounts
for about 18 per cent of total packaging
production (values in tonnes) in Italy or 24 per
cent including ‘light plastics packaging’.
The packaging sector is subdivided into
three macro categories: 46 per cent goes to nonlaminated flexibles (films and bags) and 44 per
cent to rigid packaging (bottles, drums, crates
and pallets). The remaining 10 per cent covers
sharps, caps, plates and adhesives.
For Italian plastics packaging, 56 per cent is
used for food products and 19 per cent for
drinks. Finally, the ready-to-eat convenient
food category remains an expanding sector with
an increase of 12 per cent in 2017. Slightly more
than a third of the food packaging sector is dedicated to trays and bags/pouches of convenience
food.
Illustrations of these trends in both packaging
and systems could be found in The Oscars dell'imballaggio 2018, organised by the Italian
Packaging Institute and awarded during the
fair.
In the flexible packaging arena, several
interesting packaging concepts with diverse
added benefits for the consumer were presented.
A crisp bag with tactile effect from SIT Group
(in San Marino) stood out thanks to its square
bottom, while the pack is made from metallised
polypropylene laminate and a special varnish,
giving the sensation of wood. Masterpack showcased an interesting cookie pack with a hidden
label. A 30mg mono-gloss paper laminated to
35-micron PE/EVOH/PE was chosen for this

Renewable PE cartons deliver growth
Norwegian packaging manufacturer Elopak
recently claimed to be the first to deliver more
than one billion 100 per cent renewable cartons.
Made from ‘renewable’ polyethylene (PE), the cartons were displayed at Ipack-Ima.
The PE is sourced two different ways: One from
sugar cane; the other from tall oil, a residue from
pulp and paper production.
Marina Bortoletto Sette, marketing director for
Elopak in Spain, said: “The tall oil is sourced from
Finland. A beverage carton is on average 75 per
cent fibre. A fresh milk carton – which would be
the 100 per cent renewable cartons we refer to –
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Italian creativity
At the recent Plast and Ipack-Ima shows, the focus was on innovation and on
Italian creativity.Dominique Huretfrom Cape Decisionreports from Milan

Flexibles were big
news in Milan
product packed in modified atmosphere with a
pre-cut and re-closable label. Sustainabilitywise, Masterpack points to the reduction of food
waste and that it can be resealed 25 times.
Smilesys, a packaging producer from the
Vicenza area that specialises in closing systems,
displayed the Drop&Taste container for mozzarella. It consists of a labelled top film PET/PP
laminate with a reclosing system using a diecut, which allows partial opening and liquid
drainage as well as complete opening and
reclosing. The company promises a drastic
reduction of plastics and in final volume, hence
the reduction of transport and storage costs.
An interesting snack pouch from Blue Pack,
another film and pouch producer from Vicenza,
was also spotted by the judges. The 0.08-micron
barrier laminate PET/AL/PE keeps food fresh
are 85-90 per cent fibre.
“The entire closure (cap and neck) is also available as 100 per cent renewable from Elopak. A
cap weighs approximately 2.5 to 4.0 grams but
this varies depending on cap type.”
The main customers for the renewable PE are
located in north and west Europe, explained
Sette.
“Naturally Pure-Pak is the package that was
finalist in the Oscar of Imballaggio and that
allows us to convey the environmental messages
through a natural carton look. Removing the
bleaching, we are also reducing the chemicals
and carbon emissions,” she added.
By Steven Pacitti
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and reduces packaging weight.
In line with mono-material and aluminiumfree film and packaging objectives, the producer
of films and valves and equipment, Goglio,
deserves a mention. The company presented its
green coffee capsule with an integrated degassing
valve to optimise conservation whilst it is also
fully compostable. Goglio also introduced a
high-barrier aluminium-free laminate that it
said was popular with visitors to its booth.
“We have worked hard in developing this
film. It bears an optimum barrier to oxygen and
humidity, is resistant to flex-cracking, can have
laminate transparency, can be made to be 100
per cent recyclable, with mirror ink for metallisation effect and can also come in a paper look,”
said Dario Bianconi, e-commerce business developer for Goglio.
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PET Engineering
is never short of an
interesting concept
and the company
demonstrated its premium bi-colour PET
bottle for FonteVital.
The PET bottle emulates the premium
aspect of glass but
offers the benefits of
PET, weighing 39g for
75cl, using Husky multilayer technology,
which injects coloured
material to create a Print quality
diminishing hue, an continues to impress
effect usually achieved
with a sleeve label.
More of the same – well nearly – came from
Davines, a well-known Italian shampoo producer
founded in Parma in 1983 by the Bollati family.
It entered the competition with its low-density
bio-based polyethylene bottle. By using bioplastics
sourced from sugar cane, the company wanted
continuity in bottle appearance and the same
guarantees in usability and security, but with a
100 per cent recyclable container.
Davines reckons it is a ‘B corporation’,

Above: Consisting of a die-cut and labelled top-film (made of
PET + PP laminate), the film can be partially removed to allow
for the draining of liquid from mozzarella. The Drop & Taste
product by Smilesys SpA is also reclosable for freshness.
Above right: Midor opted for a monogloss paper with 35micron PE/EVOH/PE layer for its biscuits. The innovation is an
open and close system by drawing a tab, without scissors or
knives. It is possible to reseal the pack up to 25 times, reducing
food waste. Right: Lorenz Snack World launched its potato
chips in metallised polypropylene bags, which are laminated
and covered with tactile effect varnish so that it feels like wood
which means being part of a global network of
people that use the power of business to solve
social and environmental problems. B Corporations are said to compete not only to be the best
in the world, but the best for the world.
Plastics dispensing cap manufacturer Taplast,
meanwhile, presented an innovative dispenser
that was 20 per cent lighter thanks to the use of
eight parts rather than 11, and a structure
entirely made of plastics apart from the steel
spring. Also, the transfer of power from the

outer cap into the bottle enables a smaller
pump with a stroke length of 11mm instead of
the 25mm currently on the market.
And finally, flexible packaging producer
SoulPack found a way to catch visitors’ attention
by conducting a fashion show with clothes
made from packaging materials. Well, not any
packaging material, mainly films and coffee
packaging, two of the company’s specialties.
Creativity, fashion and… coffee. This is
Italy, after all.

Online Auction Sale
Bandera Plastic Extrusion, Clever Shrink Sleaving, Amut & Illig Thermoforming,
OMSO & Van Dam Printing previously used in the production of
Disposable Cups & Containers for Theca Srl Turate (Co) Italy
Bidding Ends: To be ConfirmedySeptember 2018
&OHYHU Sleeving Line comprising: Vertical Cups
Loader, 2 Portable Double Sleeve Reel Storage
Units, Clever GSD 422 Sleeve Applicator,
Clever STJ3 1Air Steam shrinking Tunnel &
Stacking Cup unloader (Line Built 2011)
$087 AMP 850 2F Thermoforming
Machine (2006)
Qty TRIA & MECCANOPLASTICA Granulators
(3) ILLIG RDM 70k Automatic Pressure
Forming Machines
2062+(5*2 Colour Dry Offset Cup
Printing Machine (2002)
(4) VAN DAM 565 MTO/UV, 6 Colour Dry
Offset Printing Machines (1999)
02172/, DS2 CF 4 UV, 6 Colour Dry Offset
Printing Machine
(2) OMSO DM55/5UV, 6 Colour Dry Offset
Printing Machines

*3( AQ10 Single Station Silk Screen
Rotary Printing Machine
%5(11(5 Product Elevator with Overhead
Delivery System
'307(502)250$75,&( Thermoforming
Machine (1996)
,//,* RDM 63/10 Thermoforming Machine
,//,* - ASSIMPLAST Thermoforming Machine
,//,* RDM 63/10B Thermoforming Machine
Qty Custom Built Stacker Units
(2) Plastic Sheet Extrusion Lines
Mixing Extruding and Re-granulating Line
(5) Extruding and Thermoforming Lines
Qty ERG SM8 Dual Carton Tape & Cut Machines
Qty Mobile Winder Units
Qty Silos, Mixers & Filtration Systems

Qty Chillers by Crosta Giuseppe, OMF,
Green Box, Uniclima
.$(6(5 DSD241 Air Compressor
726 FNGJ 32 Universal Milling Machine
721$/, 02 Horizontal Grinder
20&$ Edging Machine
0212)$3 & DANIA Lathes
,19(0$ FR40 1000mm Radial Drill
7KRPDV $1%$6 Saws
 2) STILL Fork Lift Trucks, FIAT
& TOYOTA Pedestrian Trucks,
Qty Pallet Trucks, Qty Overhead and
Jib Cranes, plus many more items
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